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4” Dryer Vent

4” Dryer Vent

Here at siding mounts
All of us at Siding Mounts understand the importance of your
home.  We  are  homeowners  too,  and  we  settle  for  only  the
highest  quality  and  best-looking  products  we  can  find.
Cladding is all too often either ugly or does not function as
it is intended to, which will cause many problems down the
road.

We design our products with functionality, aesthetics, and
cost in mind. Nobody should have to break the bank to do some
simple maintenance on their homes! With the 4” Dryer Vent, we
designed it with everything you want in mind: simplicity,
functionality,  good  looks,  and  easy  application.  Look  no
further than the 4” Dryer vent!

Product description

Non-obtrusive  vent  door,  beveled  edges  for  wind
deflection
No cross louvers to obstruct the flow of exhaust
Easy access to remove lint build-up

https://sidingmounts.com/product/301s-6x6-screen/
https://sidingmounts.com/product/4-dryer-vent/


The 4” Dryer Vent is a non-obtrusive vent door designed to
funnel  the  steam  from  your  dryer  and  be  released  to  the
outdoors. It is available in two colours choices, one dark and
one light, to accommodate any colour your home may be painted.

We designed this vent to include beveled edges, which means
when the wind picks up, you will not be hearing clanking and
banging coming from outside, because the aerodynamics of this
product repel the wind. We also designed the 4” Dryer Vent
without cross louvers because doing so can sometimes obstruct
the  flow  of  exhaust.  This  way,  when  the  steam  is  being
released, it pushes the lightweight door open, allowing for
the easy flow of steam from your dryer to the outdoors.

We also designed the 4” Dryer Vent to include easy access in
order to remove lint buildup. With this sleek design we have
thought  everything  out,  allowing  you  to  optimize  your
ventilation  experience  while  making  sure  the  cladding  is
subtle, geometrically aesthetic, and a beautiful addition to
any home.

Details

The 4” Dryer Vent comes in two colour choices: black or white.
You also have the choice of getting a four pack, which comes
with 4 vents complete with four 4” pipes. This sleek and
functional design is a great


